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More notes for the … 
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for The Fictional VolunTier Project 

by Goura Fotadar 

date typed up: 6818 

{remember to call & update }{locate free art studio & art storage, too;} 

 

{ad: copy for the fvp: 12.9.16 ad: copy: a place to re-group (from the streets; especially)} 

 

For the fvp 12.14.16 The Solution to the Shelter 

                                       Problem is placement  

                                       cited: public libraries  

… [other notes, et al left behind] 

Other things left behind: 2nd, see the “sewer” fort in the drains  

3rd but has-been, on-going: seeing open trash-cans 
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4th seeing variations of Christmas trees associated with criminologie’ 

   {perhaps : the shelter solucion is cion connected to criminologie’ but not in-the: Way of Blasé 

thinking.} 

Arts, obs: 

The c-mas tree as a frame  

cited: Rockstar energy drink (can) 

theme: of usual arte by (this) artist  

cited name citation: prince as the artist  

cited again brainstormers et al [punc?] 

{double, arrow to} 

Take the empty can: this one is grene 

Put used wrappers and leaves in it [include picture] 

Use cited: cracked ritz crackers and soap, water, clean t.p. + toilet seat covers 

In form clumps and layer with a few leaves outside + twigs inside  

Crush down somewhat to create a “frame” tie with clean d.f. if available that’s where/wear it’s at right 

now … and leaf on a sill to help it form:  

That’s where/wear it’s at right now …  

Art theme: the art emblem is upside down on-the, pipe. Ad: tag, line can you read it?  

 

Spirito Diagram 

F/C –R1  (potential branches) 

PredeC. or [sp?] chronology  
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Aside: more practice in “divine” love: 

Text yourself “hi” from your own number if possible.  

 

Theme: it’s just a can used as a construction structure 


